Comparisons of global tests on intersection hypotheses and their application in matched parallel gatekeeping procedures.
A clinical trial often has primary and secondary endpoints and comparisons of high and low doses of a study drug to a control. Multiplicity is not only caused by the multiple comparisons of study drugs versus the control, but also from the hierarchical structure of the hypotheses. Closed test procedures were proposed as general methods to address multiplicity. Two commonly used tests for intersection hypotheses in closed test procedures are the Simes test and the average method. When the treatment effect of a less efficacious dose is not much smaller than the treatment effect of a more efficacious dose for a specific endpoint, the average method has better power than the Simes test for the comparison of two doses versus control. Accordingly, for inferences for primary and secondary endpoints, the matched parallel gatekeeping procedure based on the Simes test for testing intersection hypotheses is extended here to allow the average method for such testing. This procedure is further extended to clinical trials with more than two endpoints as well as to clinical trials with more than two active doses and a control.